
Help  me  make  the  music  of
the…
Hmm. Mr. Webber’s Phantom of the Opera line doesn’t quite work
since this was during the day. How about, “The hills are
alive, with the sound of music…” Yep, that works better. If
you haven’t guessed by now the position I subbed for today was
music.  Elementary  music.  Like  most  specials  jobs  in  the
district I was in, it was a traveling job, but fortunately
this time I went to the right school first. The first two
classes were great. They were fourth graders and they were
really  focused.  As  they  were  in  a  unit  about  stage
productions/musicals, they got to watch a video with scenes
with  a  couple  of  famous  dancers  if  you  thought  of  Billy
Elliot, you are dead wrong. In fact, he’s not even real. Did
you know there is actually a musical based on this movie by
the way?. Nope, not Michael Flatley. At least he’s real, but
you are thinking too modern! Go way back to the 1930s-1950s to
get this one. Okay, you have them- Fred Astaire and Gene
Autry… No wait, not the kind of dancing that involves bullets
at your feet- Gene Kelly of course.

Anyway, they saw scenes from a few shows including Ziegfeld
Follies, Royal Wedding, and, of course, Singin’ in the Rain.
In Royal Wedding, There was a strange scene where Astaire
danced not only on the floor, but on the walls and ceiling as
well! If you go to the Royal Wedding link and check out the
trivia for it you can find out how they did it. These days
they  would  just  use  computers  of  course.  The  kids  really
enjoyed that scene, as well as Kelly getting wet in Singin’ in
the Rain.

I wish I could say that the fifth graders at the other school
did as well with this video, but I can’t. There were technical
difficulties (the LMC gave me a DVD player that was broken- it
wouldn’t play the disc) and the first class just talked and
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talked, even after I finally got another player and started
the movie. The second class was a little better, but still
excitable during some scenes. The third class did much better,
though not quite up to the fourth graders.

Finally, I had lunch then four afternoon classes with younger
grades. No video for them, but instead the second graders
worked on a show they were doing- we just went through all
their songs on CD. I noticed this show involves the fifth
grade as well. At first I wondered why the teacher didn’t have
me do this plan with that grade, but remembering how the first
two classes went I quickly shelved that question. First grade
had yet a different lesson, which we only got partway through,
but that was expected by the teacher. Well, that’s it for now.


